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As a triathlete, you may very well be physically prepared to compete and perform, yet just how

does the mental havoc in your mindset—fears, doubts, emotions, memories, worries, and

distractions—limit and potentially block that physical performance?Every athlete on the planet

knows that when that mental havoc gets triggered, it can weigh you down, slow you down, get

you to resort to self-defeating patterns, OR totally take you out of your game.To get to the next

level in your sport and start believing you’re a triathlete that can go even faster, you need a way

to peer into your own mindset and discover what may be energetically hindering your

performance and even your recovery.The Get In The Zone To Achieve Your Personal Best

series of books provide you with an opportunity to turn around the mental part of your game,

put an end to your inner struggles, and break through to the other side. These books address

common issues that almost every triathlete faces.You can certainly choose to live with your

current performance and avoid looking at the mental aspects of it and the role your mind plays

in your current race time, particularly for the bike portion of your tri.OR...…you can learn a

simple method, called EFT tapping, and start clearing, neutralizing, and transforming what’s in

an athlete’s mindset so that you’ll be able to enhance your physical performance.EFT stands

for Emotional Freedom Techniques and combines acupressure on the body’s meridian system

with specific lingo to rewire your brain. EFT tapping ensures that the words you declare reach

the deepest cellular core of your being and neutralize your resistance to reaching your athletic

goals. And that's the beauty of EFT—it gets right to the heart of the matter and makes you

skilled in the art of transformation.The ‘Even though’ clearing phrases that are the basis of EFT

tapping have been designed to identify and remove the roadblocks in your own thinking, so that

you’ll completely align your outer, physical game with your inner, mental game. When those

two elements are united, the door to possibilities is burst wide-open and you become the kind

of triathlete who has an advantage to surpass and outperform your competition. And what you

and your body are capable of doing becomes infinite. Adding EFT tapping into your workout

regime will let you become an Extraordinarily Fast Triathlete.This series of books is meant to

be used in conjunction with the 101 Affirmations For Triathletes series.Get In The Zone To

Achieve Your Personal Best is written for triathletes of ALL AGES—amateur and professional—

who compete in tris of any distance. There are a total of 8 editions—5 Full TRI, 1 Swim, 1Bike,

and 1 Run. Each edition contains various mindset issues to clear, neutralize, and transform.

When you have a clearer state of mind, energy gets freed up to power your muscles and boost

your speed; it also allows you to stay focused during practice sessions or at an actual race.The

‘Bike Edition’ of the Get In The Zone To Achieve Your Personal Best series is for both people

who are cyclists and those who don’t consider biking to be their strongest segment of a tri.The

‘Bike Edition’ addresses mindset barriers and challenges percolating in a triathlete’s brain

related to: race-day weather, pain and tension, fears, inner critic, shortness of breath, cycling

terrain, dwindling energy, and motivation, just to name a few.BONUS: The ‘Bike Edition’

contains 12 Additional EFT tapping scripts all having to do with the WIND. So you’ve got 72

mindset-realigning scripts to get in the zone.Success is within your reach! The power to

transform your life and swiftly propel yourself beyond your current level of performance as a

triathlete rests in your own hands! Simply tap to transform and then allow yourself to Thrive!For

more tapping resources for athletes, go to: EFTtappingGuru.com/Sports-and-Mindset
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83 DisclaimerBecause the tapping scripts in this book require your complete and undivided

attention for you to achieve lasting results, do not tap while exercising, driving, or operating

heavy machinery. The Author makes no representation or warranties with respect to the

accuracy or completeness of the contents of this work and specifically disclaims all warranties,

including without limitation warranties of fitness for a particular purpose. No warranty may be

created or extended by sales or promotional materials. The information presented in this work

is for educational purposes only. The advice and strategies contained herein may not be

suitable for every situation and are not a substitute for working with a mental health

professional. This work is sold with the understanding that the Author is not engaged in

rendering legal, financial, or other professional services. If professional assistance is required,

the services of a competent, qualified professional should be sought. The Author shall not be

liable for damages arising herefrom. The fact that an organization or website is referred to in



this work as a citation and/or potential source of further information does not mean that the

Author endorses the information or recommendations from the organization or website.

Further, readers should be aware that websites listed in this work may have changed or

disappeared between when this work was written and when it is read. IntroductionAs a

triathlete, you may very well be physically prepared to compete and perform, yet just how does

the mental havoc in your mindset—fears, doubts, emotions, memories, worries, and distractions

—limit and potentially block that physical performance?Every athlete on the planet knows that

when that mental havoc gets triggered, it can weigh you down and slow you down. It can even

get you to resort to all sorts of self-defeating patterns and behaviors that sabotage your

progress toward achieving your athletic goals OR totally take you out of your game.To get to

the next level in your sport and start believing you’re a triathlete that can go even faster, you

need a way to peer into your own mindset and discover what may be energetically hindering

your performance and even your recovery.The bike portion of your upcoming triathlon may be

over a flat course or one that’s quite hilly. You may hate the cycle portion or hate athletes who

are cyclists. You currently might be in a slump. The list of things you’re personally dealing with

could be long or short and may or may not include burnout or injuries of some kind.The Get In

The Zone To Achieve Your Personal Best series of books provide you with an opportunity to

turn around the mental part of your game, put an end to your inner struggles, and break

through to the other side. The ‘Bike Edition’ of this series is for both people who are cyclists

and those who don’t consider cycling to be their strongest segment of a tri.Regardless of which

category you put yourself in, you and your fellow triaths all have to face similar barriers and

challenges, such as:· The race-day weather and how that affects cycling conditions·

WIND…in all its various blustery, gall-force, gripping-the-handlebars versions· Inability to

increase the speed at which you can bike for whatever reason· Pain or tension in the

body· Fears, anxiety, and nervousness· Chatter from your inner critic· Shortness

of breath· The cycling terrain: flat versus hilly· Dwindling energy· Lack of

motivation to try to improve or to actually spend time cycling before a race· Body and/or

brain not being prepared to race…also body and brain not in alignment with each other·

The transition from bike to putting on your sneakersYou can certainly choose to live with your

current performance and avoid looking at the mental aspects of it and the role your mind plays

in your current race time, particularly for the bike portion of your tri.OR...…you can learn a

simple method, called EFT tapping, and start clearing, neutralizing, and transforming what’s in

an athlete’s mindset so that you’ll be able to enhance your physical performance.EFT stands

for Emotional Freedom Techniques and combines acupressure on the body’s meridian system

with specific lingo to rewire your brain. EFT tapping ensures that the words you declare reach

the deepest cellular core of your being and neutralize your resistance to reaching your athletic

goals. And that's the beauty of EFT—it gets right to the heart of the matter and makes you

skilled in the art of transformation.The ‘Even though’ clearing phrases that are the basis of EFT

tapping have been designed to identify and remove the roadblocks in your own thinking, so that

you’ll completely align your outer game (the physical part of your performance) with your inner

game (the mental part of your performance). When those two elements are united, the door to

possibilities is burst wide-open and you become the kind of triathlete who has an advantage to

surpass and outperform your competition. And what you and your body are capable of doing

becomes infinite. Adding EFT tapping into your workout regime will let you become an

Extraordinarily Fast Triathlete.Regular EFT tapping helps you save precious time, since you

know that every day you’re off your game or stuck on the sidelines, your competition has a

chance to move further ahead. And if you want to make comebacks seem effortless or simply



want to alter your life and sports career for the better, the Get In The Zone To Achieve Your

Personal Best series of books will assist you in getting aspects of your subconscious mind fully

on board. This series of books is meant to be used in conjunction with the 101 Affirmations For

Triathletes series.Affirmations are aimed at providing you with positive reinforcement, which will

allow your brain to tune in to a higher frequency, turbocharge your body, and go the distance in

record time. Stating affirmations daily will help you stay upbeat and inspire you to become

open and willing to allow your inner winner to guide you across the finish line with ease and

speed. And since with sports the race is often won long before you ever step up to start

swimming, it’s essential to your peace of mind and your sports performance to recite

affirmations to remind yourself that you are energized, capable, and ready.To get to the

pinnacle of your next performance, you are encouraged to EFT tap on a daily basis, so that

you’ll feel confident and poised, especially when you’re under pressure to perform at your next

race.The tapping sequence on your body is the same for each clearing script and is as

follows:· HR—On your heart· CR—Crown or top of your head· EB—In between

your eyebrows· SE—The outer side of your eyes· UE—Under your eyes· UN—

Under your nose· CH—On your chin· CB—On your collarbone· KC—On your

karate chop points or outer part of your hands· HR—On your heart· 9 Gamut

Procedure—While tapping on Gamut Point: Close eyes. Open eyes. Eyes hard down right.

Eyes hard down left. Roll eyes in circle. Roll eyes in other direction. Hum 3 seconds of a

favorite song. Count to 5. Hum 3 seconds of a favorite song.· HR—On your heart· CR

—Crown or top of your head· CH—On your chin· HR—On your heartIn addition to

the picture of the tapping points found on the next page, you can download and print a copy to

have in front of you by going to:Except for the 9 Gamut Procedure, it is suggested that you tap

with both hands using all your fingertips on the tapping points. Yet if that is not comfortable, do

what feels most natural to you.Get In The Zone To Achieve Your Personal Best is written for

triathletes of ALL AGES—amateur and professional—who compete in tris of any distance.

There are a total of 8 editions—5 Full TRI, 1 Swim, 1Bike, and 1 Run. Each edition contains

various mindset issues to clear, neutralize, and transform. When you have a clearer state of

mind, energy gets freed up to power your muscles and boost your speed; it also allows you to

stay focused during practice sessions or at an actual race.BONUS: The ‘Bike Edition’ contains

12 Additional EFT tapping scripts all having to do with the WIND. So you’ve got 72 mindset-

realigning scripts to get in the zone.Success is within your reach! The power to transform your

life and swiftly propel yourself beyond your current level of performance as a triathlete rests in

your own hands! Simply tap to transform and then allow yourself to Thrive!For more tapping

resources for athletes, go to:

IntroductionAs a triathlete, you may very well be physically prepared to compete and perform,

yet just how does the mental havoc in your mindset—fears, doubts, emotions, memories,

worries, and distractions—limit and potentially block that physical performance?Every athlete

on the planet knows that when that mental havoc gets triggered, it can weigh you down and

slow you down. It can even get you to resort to all sorts of self-defeating patterns and

behaviors that sabotage your progress toward achieving your athletic goals OR totally take you

out of your game.To get to the next level in your sport and start believing you’re a triathlete that

can go even faster, you need a way to peer into your own mindset and discover what may be

energetically hindering your performance and even your recovery.The bike portion of your

upcoming triathlon may be over a flat course or one that’s quite hilly. You may hate the cycle

portion or hate athletes who are cyclists. You currently might be in a slump. The list of things



you’re personally dealing with could be long or short and may or may not include burnout or

injuries of some kind.The Get In The Zone To Achieve Your Personal Best series of books

provide you with an opportunity to turn around the mental part of your game, put an end to

your inner struggles, and break through to the other side. The ‘Bike Edition’ of this series is for

both people who are cyclists and those who don’t consider cycling to be their strongest

segment of a tri.Regardless of which category you put yourself in, you and your fellow triaths

all have to face similar barriers and challenges, such as:· The race-day weather and how

that affects cycling conditions· WIND…in all its various blustery, gall-force, gripping-the-

handlebars versions· Inability to increase the speed at which you can bike for whatever

reason· Pain or tension in the body· Fears, anxiety, and nervousness· Chatter

from your inner critic· Shortness of breath· The cycling terrain: flat versus hilly·

Dwindling energy· Lack of motivation to try to improve or to actually spend time cycling

before a race· Body and/or brain not being prepared to race…also body and brain not in

alignment with each other· The transition from bike to putting on your sneakersYou can

certainly choose to live with your current performance and avoid looking at the mental aspects

of it and the role your mind plays in your current race time, particularly for the bike portion of

your tri.OR...…you can learn a simple method, called EFT tapping, and start clearing,

neutralizing, and transforming what’s in an athlete’s mindset so that you’ll be able to enhance

your physical performance.EFT stands for Emotional Freedom Techniques and combines

acupressure on the body’s meridian system with specific lingo to rewire your brain. EFT

tapping ensures that the words you declare reach the deepest cellular core of your being and

neutralize your resistance to reaching your athletic goals. And that's the beauty of EFT—it gets

right to the heart of the matter and makes you skilled in the art of transformation.The ‘Even

though’ clearing phrases that are the basis of EFT tapping have been designed to identify and

remove the roadblocks in your own thinking, so that you’ll completely align your outer game

(the physical part of your performance) with your inner game (the mental part of your

performance). When those two elements are united, the door to possibilities is burst wide-open

and you become the kind of triathlete who has an advantage to surpass and outperform your

competition. And what you and your body are capable of doing becomes infinite. Adding EFT

tapping into your workout regime will let you become an Extraordinarily Fast Triathlete.Regular

EFT tapping helps you save precious time, since you know that every day you’re off your game

or stuck on the sidelines, your competition has a chance to move further ahead. And if you

want to make comebacks seem effortless or simply want to alter your life and sports career for

the better, the Get In The Zone To Achieve Your Personal Best series of books will assist you in

getting aspects of your subconscious mind fully on board. This series of books is meant to be

used in conjunction with the 101 Affirmations For Triathletes series.Affirmations are aimed at

providing you with positive reinforcement, which will allow your brain to tune in to a higher

frequency, turbocharge your body, and go the distance in record time. Stating affirmations daily

will help you stay upbeat and inspire you to become open and willing to allow your inner winner

to guide you across the finish line with ease and speed. And since with sports the race is often

won long before you ever step up to start swimming, it’s essential to your peace of mind and

your sports performance to recite affirmations to remind yourself that you are energized,

capable, and ready.To get to the pinnacle of your next performance, you are encouraged to

EFT tap on a daily basis, so that you’ll feel confident and poised, especially when you’re under

pressure to perform at your next race.The tapping sequence on your body is the same for each

clearing script and is as follows:· HR—On your heart· CR—Crown or top of your

head· EB—In between your eyebrows· SE—The outer side of your eyes· UE—



Under your eyes· UN—Under your nose· CH—On your chin· CB—On your

collarbone· KC—On your karate chop points or outer part of your hands· HR—On

your heart· 9 Gamut Procedure—While tapping on Gamut Point: Close eyes. Open eyes.

Eyes hard down right. Eyes hard down left. Roll eyes in circle. Roll eyes in other direction. Hum

3 seconds of a favorite song. Count to 5. Hum 3 seconds of a favorite song.· HR—On your

heart· CR—Crown or top of your head· CH—On your chin· HR—On your

heartIn addition to the picture of the tapping points found on the next page, you can download

and print a copy to have in front of you by going to:Except for the 9 Gamut Procedure, it is

suggested that you tap with both hands using all your fingertips on the tapping points. Yet if

that is not comfortable, do what feels most natural to you.Get In The Zone To Achieve Your

Personal Best is written for triathletes of ALL AGES—amateur and professional—who compete

in tris of any distance. There are a total of 8 editions—5 Full TRI, 1 Swim, 1Bike, and 1 Run.

Each edition contains various mindset issues to clear, neutralize, and transform. When you

have a clearer state of mind, energy gets freed up to power your muscles and boost your

speed; it also allows you to stay focused during practice sessions or at an actual race.BONUS:

The ‘Bike Edition’ contains 12 Additional EFT tapping scripts all having to do with the WIND. So

you’ve got 72 mindset-realigning scripts to get in the zone.Success is within your reach! The

power to transform your life and swiftly propel yourself beyond your current level of

performance as a triathlete rests in your own hands! Simply tap to transform and then allow

yourself to Thrive!For more tapping resources for athletes, go to:If you are ready to give

yourself an athletic advantage, you’ll want one-on-one coaching with Cynthia Magg, who will

guide you in clearing out the specific blocks in your own mindset and simultaneously rewire

your brain so you’ll be able to take your sports performance to the next level. You can connect

with Cynthia at: transformyourlife2.0@gmail.com. Tapping Points EFT Phrase #1KC—Even

if I’m fast out of the water and slow on the bike, my pace is still steady while cycling.HR—As

I’m using EFT, I steadily improve and keep picking up speedCR—As I’m using EFT, I steadily

improve and keep picking up speedEB—As I’m using EFT, I steadily improve and keep picking

up speedSE—As I’m using EFT, I steadily improve and keep picking up speed
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